Close Contest Predicted for Annual Class Event
This Afternoon

OUTCOME UNCERTAIN

Football Games Will Probably Be One of the Features in the Field Day Activities, 1911 Relay Strong

By D. C. McM.

Four magnificent contests will be fought out this afternoon on Technological Field, and each has a keen chance of being one of the best of its kind ever run. The contests are a football game and relay race, which make up the same score against the Lowell Institute, and tug-of-war, which will come up during the same afternoon. The four prizes are the popular favorites. This, of course, will most probably depend the outcome of the football game and on its outcome, as 700 students will make up the relay team.

This is a novel idea, and it will be very interesting to see how the Tech team will do under the circumstances. It is very probable that the Tech team will have one of the best relay teams in the country. The Tech team is very strong, and it is very probable that they will be able to hold their own against the Lowell team.

The other event of the day will be the tug-of-war, which will be held on the cross-country course with Harvard, which is the fifth annual contest. The contest will be held on the cross-country course, which is the oldest and most popular of the events. The contest will be held in the afternoon, and it is very probable that the Tech team will be able to hold their own against the Lowell team.